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Tokyo Bay Mang Sushi & Grill
"A Touch of the Orient"

by Vinicius Benedit on
Unsplash on Unsplash

+1 727 577 7290

Experience the best in authentic Japanese and Thai cuisine at Tokyo Bay
Mang Sushi and Grill. The expansive menu is tantalizing with an
assortment of fresh sushi rolls, savory curry dishes, and sizzling hibachi
surf and turf plates. All are guaranteed to delight your taste buds. Enjoy
your meal, a glass of beer, sake or plum wine and the artistry of the chefs
at the teppanyaki tables along with musical entertainment. After your
meal, soothe your palate with a dish of green tea ice cream or try lightly
battered and fried bananas. A kids' menu is available. -Vickie Ferguson
www.tokyobaymang.com/

tokyobaysushistpete@gma
il.com

7900 4th Street North, St.
Petersburg FL

Kona Grill
"Something For Everyone"

by Marler

+1 813 877 5938

Tantalize the taste-buds with authentic Japanese Sushi, served fresh from
the sea, or stick to the familiar American recipes at Kona Grill, a restaurant
that offers comfortable meals in plush surroundings. The menu comprises
salads, flat breads and sandwiches that succeed in quelling the hunger
and giving memorable experience to the palate. Kona Grill keeps in mind
the nutritional and dietary requirements of all people with its range of
gluten-free, vegan and vegetarian dishes that are equally tasty. Dietfriendly food is also prepared with the count of the calories given on the
menu, making the choices easier. Children are given special treatment
with a menu made especially for them, with meals like Macaroni and
Cheese and Kid's Burger that are a hit with the kids. The staff is also
exceptionally professional and welcoming, further enriching the
experience.
www.konagrill.com/locatio
ns/tampa-fl

fellin@konagrill.com

4134 West Boy Scout
Boulevard, Tampa FL

Jackson's Bistro
"Chic Elite and More"

by Louis Hansel
@shotsoflouis on Unsplash

+1 813 277 0112

For those on the go or up-and-coming execs, this is the place to be and be
seen. The restaurant serves a free buffet daily! The menu includes fish,
steak, chicken, pasta, creative sandwiches and excellent appetizers. If you
plan to dine, go a little early or a little late; it's usually packed here at
popular hours. Reservations are strongly suggested on weekends. After
dinner, stroll the outside patio, listen to live music or boogie on the large
dance floor.
www.jacksonsbistro.com/

info@jacksonbistro.com

601 South Harbour Island
Boulevard, Suite 100, Tampa
FL

Tsunami Japanese Steakhouse
"Japanese Cuisine Guaranteed to Please"

by Vinicius Benedit on
Unsplash on Unsplash

Enjoy perfectly prepared at this casual restaurant where you have a
choice of dining in the comfort of a booth or at the hibachi grill where you
watch as the chef prepares a sumptuous meal. The menu is diverse with
creative selections of Nigiri sushi featuring Japanese yellowtail and grilled
eel, sashimi with delicate quail eggs and spicy conch along with assorted
specialty rolls. If you're in a hurry, order a bento box filled with delicious
goodies to go. Savor the appetizers of the hibachi grill like sizzling shrimp,
sea scallops, and calamari and entrees that include fresh shrimp, salmon,
and mussels or perfectly prepared filet mignon. While waiting for your
meal, take advantage of the 2-for-1 sake that is guaranteed to warm your
spirits. - Vickie Ferguson

+1 727 498 8774

www.tsunamijapanesesteakhouse.c
om/

2176 Tyrone Boulevard, St. Petersburg
FL

Zen Bistro
"An Infusion of Flavors"

by ontent.wcities.com

When guests step into Zen Bistro, the atmosphere evokes tranquility with
its subtle detail to stylish lines, complimentary colors, and polished wood
fixtures. The restaurant is decorated with live bamboo, muted lighting,
and rock gardens cased under glass along the floor, creating an
exceptional dining experience. The menu features a variety of colorful
sushi, assorted specialty rolls, wraps, and select entrees such as barbeque
Korean short ribs, honey and soy glazed pork chops, and sesame or
seafood stir-fry utilizing traditional methods fused with modern
techniques. Zen Bistro offers a selection of beverages including sake,
frozen specialty drinks, sangria made with plum wine, and select beer,
wine, and cocktails. - Vickie Ferguson

+1 813 792 8665

www.zentogo.com/

9620 West Linebaugh Avenue, Tampa
FL

Tom Yum Thai & Sushi Restaurant
"A Profusion of Flavor and Color"

by ZoeShuttleworth

At Tom Yum Thai & Sushi Restaurant, flavorful, aromatic, and beautifully
presented dishes are the specialty of the house. Prepared with the
freshest ingredients and spices, each dish is meticulously created to
accommodate every taste. Guests can request the level of spiciness
ranging from mild to extremely hot. Enjoy a variety of dishes available on
the lunch or dinner menu including egg rolls, fresh soup, and pot stickers
along with assorted variations of fried rice, crisp roast duck, curry dishes,
and delicate rice paper filled wraps. The restaurant offers an extensive
sushi and sashimi menu featuring select appetizers and seafood or
vegetarian house specialties rolls. - Vickie Ferguson

+1 727 953 9898

www.tomyumthaiandsushi.com/

104 Patricia Avenue, Dunedin FL

Rock N' Raw
"Rock About at the Seminole Casino"

by [puamelia]

Located in the Seminole Hard Rock Casino, Rock N' Raw offers the
freshest in the art of Asian cuisine. Guests have three menus to choose,
including traditional dishes and sumptuous sushi. Select from appetizers,
such as fried shrimp, crab wonton, or tuna tataki along with scrumptious
dim sum seafood dumplings, pan fired pork dumplings, clams in sauce, or
steamed BBQ pork guns. Chef's specials also delight the taste buds with
creative tempura and perfectly prepared salt and pepper shrimp dishes.
Moreover, the diverse sushi menu features sashimi, seaweed salad, and

assorted rolls stuffed with tuna, fresh or smoked salmon, conch, grilled
eel, octopus, red snapper, and yellowtail. Beer and traditional sake is
available. - Vickie Ferguson
+1 1 866 502 7529

www.seminolehardrocktampa.com/t
ampa-restaurants/rock-and-raw

5223 North Orient Road, Tampa FL
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